
 

 

 

 

 

Hands Up! (1926) 
 

Friday 15 September, 8.45pm 

USA, 1926, 70mins 

Production Company: Famous Players-

Lasky Corporation 

Director: Clarence Badger 

Scenario: Monte Brice, Lloyd Corrigan 

Story: Reginald Morris 

Cinematographer: H. Kinley Martin 

Cast: Raymond Griffith (Confederate spy), 

Marian Nixon (the girl he loves), Virginia Lee 

Corbin (the other girl he loves), Mack Swain 

(mine owner), Montagu Love (Union general), 

George A. Billings (Abraham Lincoln), Noble 

Johnson (Sitting Bull), Charles K. French (Brigham Young) 

Print courtesy of the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA).  

Stoll Herald, 11 October 1926, p.2: 

Hands Up! Is Ray’s (Griffiths) funniest and most spectacular effort to date, though it deals 

with an out-of-date period. He has put the clock back to the days of the American Civil 

War, and created an irresistibly laughable burlesque of those stirring times, doubly so for 

him when he gets mixed-up in all sorts of adventures.  

Abraham Lincoln sends Captain Logan to draw gold supplies from a Western mine for the 

help of the Union forces (no, this is not a story of a miner’s strike though it was a lucky 

‘strike’ for the owner, Silas Woodstock). On his way West with Silas and the latter’s two 

pretty daughters, his fellow passenger, Jack, arouses his suspicions. As a matter of fact, 
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Jack is a suspicious character whose present object in life is to blow up the mine, at the 

instigation of Robert E. Lee, the Confederate General. 

How eventually he blows up the mine only to reveal an ever-richer vein of gold, his 

denouncement as a spy, and capture, is told in sparklingly clever fashion with a wealth of 

humorous incident. But his predicament here is nothing to that which arises later when 

he finds himself in love with both daughters, with the two girls in love with him and each 

other, and neither willing to give up the man nor her sister. A problem that would have 

baffled old man Euclid and one that Raymond, as Jack, solves in characteristically original 

and delightfully funny fashion.  

The Bioscope, 22 April 1926, p.58: 

IN BRIEF: As a Southern spy in the Civil War, Raymond Griffith is given full scope for his gift 

for comedy. A clever farce and picturesque production full of amusing surprises and of a 

humour that will be popular anywhere. 

The Story: Jack, a young Virginian, is deputed by the Southern Command during the last 

stages of the Civil War to blow up a gold mine upon which the Northern forces depend to 

carry on their campaign. Jack sets off at the same time as Captain Logan is sent to carry 

loads of gold to the Northern headquarters. Jack goes part of the way in a stage coach in 

the company of Captain Logan, Woodstock, the owner of the mine, and his two pretty 

daughters, Mae and Alice. The party is captured by Indians and rescued by Jack, who 

teaches the Indian Chief to play dice, thereby winning not only his few clothes of beads 

and feathers, but the chieftainship of his tribe. On arrival at the mine Jack succeeds in 

blowing it up, only to find that the disaster had laid open another vein of ten times the 

value. He is captured and nearly hanged but, saved at the last moment by the declaration 

of Peace, is left with two pretty sisters whom he loves equally and who have helped to 

save his life by declaring themselves to be his wives. The arrival of Brigham Young with a 

dozen or so of his wives suggests to Jack a pleasant way of terminating a most 

entertaining film. 

Acting: Raymond Griffith plays the part of Jack with a sense of humour and personal 

charm which compares favourably with the best work of Harold Lloyd and Buster Keaton. 

He makes the most of some very ingenious and amusing situations, and carries the film 

to triumphant success mainly on his own shoulders, though with the co-operation of a 

very competent cast. 



David Robinson from le Giornate del Cinema Muto catalogue 2012 

In 1949, when Raymond Griffith (1895-1957) was still living, James Agee’s seminal Life essay, 

“Comedy’s Greatest Era”, did not so much as mention his name. A quarter of a century 

later, however, Walter Kerr would conclude, in The Silent Clowns, “Griffith seems to me to 

occupy a handsome fifth place – after Chaplin, Keaton, Lloyd, and Langdon – in the silent 

comedy pantheon”. This is a challenging claim for an artist no more than four of whose 

starring features survive, even in incomplete state. 

There are essential differences. Chaplin, Keaton, and Lloyd had their own studios and 

could take months or years to perfect their films. Griffith at his height was a studio 

contract artist turning out at least four programme pictures a year. Fundamental for the 

Big Three were their stories, which they painstakingly developed and controlled from the 

outset. Griffith, on the contrary, depended on the properties and writers he was given. His 

Paramount films included adaptations from plays by Henry C. DeMille and David Belasco, 

William and Cecil DeMille, Ferenc  Molnár, Paul Armstrong, and Somerset Maugham (the 

unreleased The Waiter from the Ritz). It is significant that his best comedies, the now lost 

A Regular Fellow (He’s a Prince), and Hands Up! – as well as the less successful Wet Paint – 

were, exceptionally, from original stories devised for him by the short-lived Reggie Morris 

(1886-1928), whom Griffith had known as a comedy director, writer, and actor at L-KO. Both 

films, too, were directed by proven comedy specialists, respectively Edward Sutherland 

and Clarence Badger. 

Only two silent feature comedies adopted the Civil War as their setting: Hands Up! 

preceded Keaton’s The General by more than a year. The General was based on true 

events; Hands Up!  is introduced as “An historical incident with variations”. Like Keaton, 

Griffith and his writers found it natural to make their hero Confederate rather than 

Union. Griffith plays a Southern soldier – ostentatiously disguised in silk hat, opera cloak, 

and frilled shirt-cuffs – dispatched by General Lee to prevent a shipment of Nevada gold 

from reaching President Lincoln. In the course of his adventures he consistently outwits 

his Union counterpart Captain Logan (Montague Love), and impetuously proposes 

marriage to both beautiful daughters of the gold mine owner – a problem conveniently 

solved by the arrival ex machina of Brigham Young. 

Like The General, Hands Up! does not shrink from morbid gags. As he shakes hands with 

General Lee and another officer, the General exhorts, “This is a secret between the three 

of us.” A shot – and Griffith corrects him, “… the two of us, Sir.” In the course of the 



subsequent action, Griffith is faced with a firing squad and the bonfires and scalping 

knives of Sitting Bull’s tribe, and hoisted indecisively up and down on a hangman’s rope. 

Griffith’s training had been in slapstick comedy. The fourth generation of a theatrical 

family, he worked in theatre, vaudeville, and circus, and served two years in the Navy 

before arriving in Hollywood in 1915. Thereafter his major occupation was as writer and 

gagman, mainly for L-KO and Sennett comedies. At the same time he served as a useful 

but not assertive supporting player, until a Goldwyn acting contract in 1922 gave him 

more chances, though still in supporting roles, to refine his characteristic urbane wit and 

style. In 1924 he moved to Famous Players-Lasky, where, after five films, he was promoted 

to leading roles and his first starring comedy, The Night Club. 

The established Griffith manifests himself rather as a great comedy actor than a physical 

clown. Even in Hands Up! physical gags as we understand the term are comparatively few 

– materializing from a cloud of dust when he rides into General Lee’s camp; tossing 

plates in the air to distract the aim of a firing squad; teaching Sitting Bull to shoot dice 

(and lose his shirt, figuratively speaking); teaching the tribe the Charleston (disregarding 

anachronism) as an improvement on their war dance. When a climactic slapstick chase 

is required however – the hero dragged on the seat of his pants by a team of stampeding 

horses – it is done Sennett style, with doubles and little relevance to the character. 

Essentially, by contrast with these moments, Griffith’s performance is mostly reactive: we 

are delighted by the expressiveness and volatility of the large, constantly flitting eyes and 

the splendid teeth, the whole face conveying every shift of his lightning thought, his 

response to every new event. The most brilliant sequence in Hands Up!  is his first 

meeting with the Woodstock sisters in the stagecoach, which sees the trio pass visibly but 

naturally from the coolness of strangers to flirtation, courtship, intimacy. The sequence 

lasts more than 10 minutes, the first five unbroken by any cutaway, the rest leaving the 

three coach passengers unaware that they are besieged by Indians, seen in quick 

cutaways. 

Griffith thinks much faster and much more than he feels. This pinpoints another 

fundamental distinction from the others in Kerr’s pantheon. They are all (like the rest of 

us) victims of a dangerous and generally hostile world – saved from the worst disasters 

only by that special providence which ever protects the idiot. Griffith, on the contrary, was 

always on top. His friend and director Eddie Sutherland complained to Kevin Brownlow, “He 

would never be the butt of any joke. Now the success of almost all great comedians 



comes from being the butt of jokes. Griff was too vain for this. He would get himself into a 

problem, and then he’d want to think himself out of it.” Sutherland is wrong to think that 

this was just vanity. Griffith cannot help being – and looking – the smartest guy around. 

Smart is not sympathetic, and Griffith characters don’t strive to be liked. In The Night Club 

(1925) he is a misogynist trying to marry to qualify for a million-dollar bequest;  in Paths 

to Paradise (1925) he outsmarts all the rest of San Francisco’s confidence tricksters…We 

enjoy him precisely because he is so insuperably smart, the inveterate winner, and not 

ashamed to be so. 

Griffith failed to repeat the success of Hands Up!  with his next four Paramount films, and 

the contract was ended by mutual agreement. He was to have one more improbable 

starring role (perhaps thanks to Harris, who had worked on A Girl in Every Port) in 

Howard Hawks’ Trent’s Last Case (1929): when the film was rediscovered in the 1970s, 

Hawks begged to have it destroyed. Griffith’s screen career was doomed by the coming of 

sound, since a vocal defect left him able to speak only in a hoarse whisper. Griffith himself 

attributed this to screaming too loud as a child actor in The Witching Hour; but Sutherland 

said his friend was “a compulsive liar”, and it was more likely the result of respiratory 

diphtheria. He made two sound shorts for Christie Comedies, using the lost voice as a 

comic motif. He made his final and most memorable screen appearance as the dying 

French soldier with whom Lew Ayres shares a shell-hole in Lewis Milestone’s All Quiet on 

the Western Front (1930). He remained in films until his death, as a writer and producer. 

Perhaps, given the available evidence, Walter Kerr went too far. Nevertheless, he has a 

just and incontrovertible phrase for Hands Up! – “ignobly forgotten”. – David Robinson 
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